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ABSIRACI largerthan tilel.ritiumconsumption,the difFerence
being mainly due to (n,2n) reactions irltileBe.

lritium permeation through the intermediateheat For a fusion thermal power of 2800 MWth, the
exchangerof the HYLIFE-II inertial Fusion design anticipatedtritium load i, the Flibe is about 4.8
concept is evaluated for routine operating NCi/day.
conditions. The permeation process is modelled
using tileLe_is analogy combined with surface A major pathway for the escape of this tritium
recombination. I'tis demonstratedthat at very low to the environmentis through the heat exchangers.
driving potentials,permeationbecomesproportional The very design characteristics that make an
to the First power of the driving potential. The effectiveheat exchanger(narrowtubes,thinwalls,
model predicts that under anticipatedconditions high temperature,and turbtilentFlow) also foster
the primary cooling loop will pass about 6% of the tileready loss of tritium t_hrough tl_eheat
tritium entering it to the intermediate coolant, exchanger tubes. Depending on the circumstances,
Possibleapproaches to reducing tritium permeation the rate of that loss ca_ be influenced by many
are explored. Permeation is limited by turbulent factorsincludingtemperature,materialproperties,
diffusion transport through the mobten salt. and flow conditions. Diffusive transport through
llen(:e,surface barriers with impedance Factors membraneshas been extensively studied, but in the
typicalof present technologycan do very little to case of turbulent Flow of molten salt laden with
reduce permeation. Low Flibe viscosity is tril.ium, ther'ehas been little work done to

i desirable. An efficient tritium removal system evaluate tiledriving potential to use in diffusion
operating on the Flibe before it gets to the calculations, lt is apparent that because of the
intermediateheat exchanger is required. Needs for Flow turbulence,there will be a boundary layer in
further research are highlighted, which the dissolvedtritium concentration is lower

than in the free stream, lt has not been clear,
though, how much lower lt will be. An additional

IN'IRODUCIION complicationis the tendencyof the permeationflux
lo become l)roporti(malto the driving potential to

HYLIFE-II is a design study to examine the the Firstpower rather than to its half power as is
feasibilityof replacing the molten Li coolant In usually tilecase in diffusion problems, lhc
tileIIYLIFEinertial confinement reactor design details of how and where this transition takes4

concept with a mixture of LiF and BeF. known place need clarification.
generically as Flibe. Part of that stu_ deals
with the power systemand particularlythe require- the objective of this study is to develop a
m_nts for tritium management to prevent methodology For analyzing tritium losses in thisl

unacceptablelosses of tritium to the environment type of heat exchanger and then to use the model
through it. the objective for tritium releases developedto evaluate potential design Featuresin
is40 Ci/day to achieve acceptably low radiation terms of their effect on tritium loss rates.
deses at the site boundary.

lritium is bred in the Flibe by neutron ANAI_YIICALNODIII.
interactions with the Li. 'lhedesign of the
effectively black to neutrons produced in the Tiledriving potential For permeation of
blast, llence,with some neutron multiplication, tritium through a membrane can be expressed in
tiletritium production in the Flibe is a little terms of a gaseous pressure at tilemembrane
reactor is such that the Flibe curtain is surface, P l'henet rate of movement of tritium

molecules LI'htoa metal surface is the difference
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clrivinu pressure, r,_. In i,lle absence of a species
chevnically receptive to tritium at the surface, the
recombination rate is K c 7 where c is the _a.lo
dissolved tritium concent,ration at or near the =:i
surface of the metal, The equality of the :: ___----"
dissociationand recombinationterms under no-flow _ /f
conditions leads to tileconclusion that Kj= STK, !_=1o" ..C_'.,_',/

2,y_/

where S is the solubilityof tritium in t_e meta[. E _ _=o
When tileFlow of"tritium through the membrane is /•*//k:;/ o.i
fully diffusion 'limited we assume that at the _ o.3 ././/_y" \\" ..... 0.3' ",,///" \ X
upstream side the concentration, ci : S _'Pias _I.- "/.." X "---_ 0.6
given by Sieverts'law while at the downstreamside _ "I \_o.9

c_ vanishes, lhe presence of a tritium partial EoI0"4
pressure on the downstream side of the membrane z
results In a back Flow that can be superimposedon I°'51o4....1o''_'.......1o"_ Io"_' I'-_-r_'---"1o1o2 Io3 o4

the solution For Forwarddiffusion, lhe resulting Pormeallonparameter,W
equation for the net permeation flux density, J,
may be written as Figure I. l_elai,ion of normalized permeation

flux to permeation parameter, W, For a range

J
m,,T _V/"| _ V/"_ / '

permeation is l)roportionalto the half power of
driving pressure. Irlthe limit of small W

Here D is the diffusivityof tritium in the metal, (recombinationl_;mit),@ becomes proportionalto W
and @ represents a degradatlon factor due to the which means the permeationFlux, J, isproportional
influence of surface recombination processes to driving pressure to the First power (seeEqs.(])
(diffusionno longergoverns completely). We also and (2)). Increasing the downstream pressure
define a permeat".onparameter, W, similar to thos_ reduces the value of W at which the transition to
of Waelbroeck et al.," Kerst and Swans|ger, @ -- ] occurs. Increasingc_moves the curve set
Doyle,3 and others that is essentially the ratio sharl_lyto the right while reducing it.moves it
of diffusiveimpedanceto surface-limitedimpedance left only slitlhtly.
to permeation:

W ..... (2) exchanger tubes will he strongly dependent on the
D ' chemical poterltialor the effective pressure, P_,

at the tube surface, lo determine what Pi should
be, we apply the Lewis analogy that implies
dissolved tritium concentration profiles with the

lhe parameter, @, may be thought of as a saii_<eshape as momentum or teniperatureprofiles,
dimensionless permeation flux. By making use of assuming turbulent Flow. 4 Specifically, a
surface dissociation and recombination processes referencevelocit.y,v*, is defined by
together with tick's law of diffusion, the
relationship between ¢ and W can be shown to be v,-0.]989 u Re-lIB (5)
given by the transcerldentalrelation

¢ - /_.- @ - P_.--/]4 e_@ (3) whev'eu is the average,stream velocity, and Re is
Pl 2W the conventic_nalReynolds number for Flow in a

tu|)e. A dimensionless concentration, c+, of
dissolved tritium in Flibe is then defined by

• Vi

where c (r) - --_-[_:(r)-f:(R)] (6)I
/3-

1 - where _.(r)is l.hecorrespondingdimensionalvalue.
. Next a dimensionless distance, r', from the tube

wall is defined that is a form of Reynolds number
based on the reference velocity:

and e is tileratio of upstream to downstreamrecom- ,( v,p
bination coefficients l'his Functional r r) - .....(R -r) (7)• Ii
relationship is shown graphically For _ = I in
Figure l. lt will be seen there that when W is
large (diffusionlimit), @ approaches unity, and



where R is t.he tube radius, # is the Flibe mass

density, and ILis its viscosity. For r' < 26 the <c"> bv, (<E> -.Pl,_)dimensionless concentratio_profile is given by 4]4)

ds

c'(r')- I I (B)
o __ _ nu's[I - exp(-nu_s)]

5c and with current values for PI <_> and @, <c">may
be found and used with E,4.i]2) to obtain tile
derivative For"the next integrationstep. We used
the Baskes" recombination model in our solution

where Sc is the Schmidt number for W and assumed that the temperatureof the F}ibe
near the wall was at the mean of the wall and bulk

sc- _ (g) Flibe temperatures.
pL)r

APPLICAIION
while # is the Flibe viscosityS and D. is the

diffusivity of tritium in Flibe._ The 'accepted lhe general layout of the IIYLIFE-IIpower
value of n in Eq.(8) is 0.124 and system is shown in Figure 2. lritium is bred in

the Flibe of the reactor vessel at the rate of

u" - s, s < 5 (10) about 4.90 MCi/day. Nominally95% of the Flibe is
recirculated through the vessel to provide

u" - 4.73] In(s) - 2.664, s > 5 shielding For the wa]ls while 5% passes through a
vacuum disengager before going through the
intermediateheat exchanger (IHX). Part of that

For r' > 26 Flow is passed through a Be contactor to contrwl
Flibe chemistry, lhe vacuum disengager system

{rT_ (11) prior to Flibe entry into the IHX is for the
c'(r+) - -1---In + c*{26) removal of tritium. Several IIIXdesigns have been

0.36 . considered,but the one chosen for evaluation here
has 7,400 tubes, each IOm long and 2 cm in outside
diameter with an assumed thicknessof I mm. lhe

Flibe flow rate to the IHX is 2 m'_/sfor an average
Denoting by <c+> and <_> the radially averaged tube velocity of about I.] m/s. Inlet temperature
values of c_ and _, and applying continuity and is 943 K, outlet temperatureis 843 K, and on the
Henry's law, Eq.(])may be combined with Eq.46) tw averagethe wall is acsumed to be about 75 K cooler
give than the bulk Flibe temperature. We assumed that

the gas exchanqe column in the intermediateNaBF4
d<_> v, ( )........ <c>- Pl_ 412) loop removes enough tritium that the downstream
dz <c*>Ru pressure, P_ for the IllXtubes is negligible (10'B

I'awas used). Baseline tube material is type 316
stainlesssteel.

where R is the tube radi_s and S is the solubility Coollngwater
Reactorof tritium in the Flibe. Recognizingthat PIS is IHX7 LI.-_----J._J

really just the concentration wf tritium in the chambe_ / __.J:Flibe at.the wall and that in many instances this FLIBe j

""_ {3.. /_ ler heater

is ,nucl,less than <_.>,Eq.(I2)may be reduced to -----\--__']/ LC_ wa

<a> - eo exp - v-------_-*dz 413) -
<C4>Ru

 oooo,°o,o, I
.,_-_v_t:-. L.-L---LJ I L_L__LJ I\ I Turbine

Solution wf either Eq.(12) wr Eq.(13) is by Runge vac Steamgeneralor
Kutta integration. We ignore boundary layer
development effects at the tube entrance, lhen, Vacuumdlsengager

beginningwith a known initial value of P. with P_ Gas exchange column
assumedfixed and knownmaterial propertie_,we are ..

able to estimate a value for W via Eq.(2). lhat in Figure 2. Schematic showing the major elements
turn leads to @ through Eq.(3). Recasting Eq.46) of the IIYLIFE-I]power and tritium control
as systems.



[VAL.UAIION bir_at, iow coPffic:i,.,nt was reduced to 10'_' of ]ts
reference value., lhis is w_le way wf adding the

Calculations using a cnf, Duterized algorithm effect of a permeation barrier such as an oxide
and simplified hand calculations both gave tile layer, lhis change is reflected in tile extremely
permeation'_raCtionfor tritiumpassingthroughthe low value wf W, showing that recombinationis even
IHX of about 6%. That fraction was found to be more sig.liFicantthan diffusion For this material

virtually independentor the average tritium par- condition, there was virtually no change in the
tial pressure present. To establish sensitivities permeation fraction,however.
to other design parameters, additional runs were
made, the results of which are listed in Table I. the next :hange was to increase the flow

velwcity, u, by a Factor of two. the tritium
permeationFraction Fell slightly while the other

Table I. Results of calculations to examine parameLers listed remained about tilesame. lhe

sensitivity of tritium permeation to IIIXdesign lower permeation Fraction is the result of the
options, tritium having less time to diffuse to the tube

Permeation Edge/Bulk Outlet wa11.

Feature Loss (%) Param., W Cone. Ratio -PI_ the wall thicknesswas increasedfrom ] mm to

Baseline 6 02 1 77E-02 2.86E-08 7.1E-07 5 mm. lhe permeation parameter, W, increasedby

K x I0-s 6 02 i 27E-04 I 14E-04 2 9E-03 tilesame proportion.,meaning that the diffusive
r " impedancein the wall has greater but still incon-
u x 2 5 52 2 49E-02 5 25E-08 1.3E-O6 sequential significance, there was no change in

b x 5 6 02 9 43E-02 3 20E-08 7.9E-07 the permeation fraction. Again, diffusion to the
tube wall is much more limiting than either

R x 5 I O0 ] 62E-02 2 33E-08' 6.1E-07 recombinationor diffusion through the wall.

H x 2 11 69 I 71E-02 2 B6E-0B 6.7E-O7
Increasinq the tube radius, R, from 9 mm to

[ 4 ]00 K 1] 72 2 O9E-02 5 ]3E.-OB 1.IE-O6 45 mm did have a strong effect on reducing perm-
Vanadium 5 94 3 O4E-06 4 15E-10 1.0E-O8 eation, this is a (:onsequenceof increasingthe

levlgththroughwl,ich the turbulentdiffusiontakes
lungsten 6 02 1.92E-03 6.90E-09 1.7E-Og place. Doubliwg the tube length had the predict-
Composite 5 94 2.56E-07 4.15E-10 ].OE-08 able effect of increasing the permeation fraction

by almost a factor of two, and increasing tile
system temperatures by 100 K increased it as well.

Fwr each of the calculations tabulated here, That is because of the increased turbulent
the tritium partial pressure at the inlet to the diffusivitythrough the Flibe.
tubewas taken as 13.3 Pa or I torr. That is tile

nominal design point for the vacuum disengager lhc Final cowlparisonin Table I shows tile
pumping system. However, the choice of inlet resultsof calculationswith material propertiesor
partialpressure did not impact loss fraction. The vanadium, tungsten and a composite consisting of
permeationparameter, W, has the value 1.77E-02 at 0.1 mm of tungsten overlaying the standard ]-mm
tiletubeoutlet For the baseline case,meaning that thick stainless steel. The composite properties
so far as the tube wall material is concerned, were evaluated from the properties of tile
recombination impedance is far more significant individual layer materials using the formalism
than diffusion, lhe concentration of tritium at outlined by Abramov et al."qthat results in
the edge of the flow, calculated at the tube

2(2

outlet, is only 2.86E-OB times that in tilebulk. /_rr
lhe reason it is so low is that the impedanceto .2
tritium permeation through the wall is very low in _ xi (15)
comparisonwith the difficultyof tritiumdiffusing l)i
ihrough tilebulk of the Flibe to the boundary layer
_t tileedge or the Flo_i. That low value is an
early clue that permeation is not very strongly lwr the effective value of diffusivityand
influencedby what is do_e with the tube surfaces.
The last colum'lof Table ] lists the calculated
partialpressure of the tritium in the Flibe at the _ x_Dj
wall as it exits the IIIX. lt is greater than the S,rr- (16)

X 1

corresponding pressure at the inlet because the x]_._S.tl)_Flibe is cooler"at the outlet, and the solubility
is substantiallylower. The Flibe concentrationat
the outlet is only 6% lower in the baseline case

while tilesolubility is less than half as great, for tlreeffective solubility, llerex is tile
just due to the cooling of the Flibe, so the thickness of the respective ,oyer, and _(is the
partial pressure of tlretritium is Increased. total thicknessof the membrane. D, and S_are the

diffusivity and '.solubility,respecl_,_ely,for the
The design parameters of the tube were varied layers, though there was a change _n the other

in the subsequent calculations. First the recom- parameters for each of these cases, there was no



effective change in the permeation fraction for any intermediate: lo(_I), lransl)ort properties for
of them. Lritium irl Nal3F 4 are needed to make that

est, imatic_n.

Additional calculations were performed in
which tile effects of viscosity were examined.
Viscosity decreases with temperature in an CONCLUSIONS
Arrheniusfashion. When viscositywas increasedto
40 times its normal value, the permeationfraction lhc coml)iw_ationof the Lewis analogy with
increased to 98% for the otherwise baseline notions of recombination-dissociation and diffusion
calculation, lhe other cases presented irlTable 1 limited permeation proces.,.,eshas resulted in a
when modified in the same way had the same general metilod for estimating tritium losses in heat
relationshipto the modified baseline calculation exchanger tribesor other situations in which
as indicatedin Table 1. turbulent flow of a tritium bearing liquid is of

concern, lhe computation is facilitated by tile
nondimensionalizationof the permeation flux and

DISCUSSION use of the permeation parameter, W. lhat allows
relaLively straightforward esLimation of the

From the results just presented, it is driving potential f(_rtritium permeation through
apparentthat the main impedanceto loss of tritium the tube walls.
through HYLIFE-II heat exchanger tubes is its
transportthroughthe flibe to the tube walls. The ComputaLions using that model indicatedthat
variations in problem parameters that had a the turbulent diffusion of tritium to tile wall
favorable effect on the permeation fraction, through the Flibe is the controlling factor in
specifically, increasing tube radius or fluid determining tilefraction permeating. Because of
velocity or reducing the temperature of tileIFIX that, there appears to be little that can be done
system,would all diminish the thermal performance by way of coatingsor material changes in the wall
of the system. On the other hand, changes made to to reduceper'meationlosses. On the other hand, it
the tubes themselvessuch as thickening tube walls means that high-permeability materials such as
or the applicationof a Film or coating had virtu- vanadium may be considered for use in the IIIXor
ally no effect. Tilerelative invariance of the similar systems For reasons of low activation or
result to the initial partial pressure of tritium, corrosion resistance with impunity from tile
in the Flibe implies that the solubilityof tritium tritium-lo_s perspective. Fluid viscosity is a
in the sali Has little influence on the permeation strongly influentialparameter,and lower viscosity
rate. means lower tritium permeation.

The notable increase in permeation with lhc calculationsupon which these conclusions
increased viscosity may be anticipated from the arc based dependon tilevalidity of the assumptions
analytical model. In the opposite direction, a made. lhe estimates provided here need to be
reduced viscosity means greater Reynolds numbers verified by exl)eriment. Additionally, data on
and an increasedvalue of the dimensionlessradius, tritiunltransport in Na_BF are ,neededto allow

O|r' leading to an increase in the dimensionless estimates to be made l_ritium losses in tile
concentration,<c'>. Reduced viscosity results in intermediateheat transfer loop.
a much shallowergradient inconcentrationprofiles
in the bulk of:the Fluid. That has the effect of Further analysis is also needed to evaluate

reducing radial transport to the walls and thus Lifeperformanceof the vacuum dlsengager system in
reducirlg tritium permeation through walls, tileprimary loop and the gas equilibration system
Increasingthe viscosity has the opposite effect, in the intermediate loop. Present estimates are

that with reasonable performance in both of these
systems, tiletritium release goal of 40 Ci/daymay

Two different Flibe compositions are being be achieved.
considered for use in HYLIFE-II with different
viscosities, lifepresent calculated result is an
argument in favor of tilelow-viscositycomposition. REFERENCES
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